Simple, Fun and Anonymous Business Networking App - The Opposite of Tinder

This simple app will help you find a friend / mentor / business partner / pen pal / intellectual lover with no strings attached. When signing up, users are required to do only one thing – write about their current monthly/quarterly or yearly goals that they are working to achieve at this moment. After writing up their goals, they are then able to see other users’ goals. User can see only one goal at the time and has to decide if she wants to contact the person (start chatting) or not – swiping left or right.

The whole communication is anonymous, and it is up to the users if and when they want to share more personal details. This means that you can start chatting with people that have similar goals and world view (no matter their location, race or other information). After connecting anonymously, user can quit the conversation at any time if there is no match or interest for further communication.

Future development (after the prototype is launched) includes smart algorithm to match similar users (based on their goals).

Current state: The project is in an idea phase.

To be Done (help needed from TU students): Development of the prototype – Android, iOS & Web App (hybrid app is a possible consideration) and server side back-end. Possible future cooperation/joining the team for students who take part of the prototype development.